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Identi�ation of metaboli network models frominomplete high-throughput datasetsSara Berthoumieux∗, Matteo Brilli , Hidde de Jong , Daniel Kahn ,Eugenio Cinquemani∗Theme : Computational Biology and BioinformatisComputational Sienes for Biology, Mediine and the EnvironmentÉquipes-Projets Ibis and BambooRapport de reherhe n° 7524 � Janvier 2011 � 32 pagesAbstrat: High-throughput measurement tehniques for metabolism and geneexpression provide a wealth of information for the identi�ation of metabolinetwork models. Yet, missing observations sattered over the dataset restritthe number of e�etively available datapoints and make lassial regression teh-niques inaurate or inappliable. Thorough exploitation of the data by identi-�ation tehniques that expliitly ope with missing observations is therefore ofmajor importane.We develop a maximum-likelihood approah for the estimation of unknownparameters of metaboli network models that relies on the integration of sta-tistial priors to ompensate for the missing data. In the ontext of the linlogmetaboli modeling framework, we implement the identi�ation method by anExpetation Maximization (EM) algorithm and by a simpler diret numerialoptimization method. We evaluate performane of our methods by omparisonto existing approahes, and show that our EM method provides the best resultsover a variety of simulated senarios. We then apply the EM algorithm to a realproblem, the identi�ation of a model for the Esherihia oli entral arbonmetabolism, based on hallenging experimental data from the literature. Thisleads to promising results and allows us to highlight ritial identi�ation issues.Key-words: metaboli network, parameter estimation, system identi�ation,Expetation Maximization algorithm, inomplete high-throughput datasets, pro-teomis, metabolomis, kineti modeling, linlog models, entral arbon metabolismof Esherihia oli
∗ To whom orrespondane should be adressed



Identi�ation de modèles de réseauxmétaboliques à partir de jeux inomplets dedonnées à haut-débitRésumé : Les tehniques atuelles de mesures à haut-débit pour le méta-bolisme et l'expression génique fournissent de très nombreuses données pourl'identi�ation de modèles de réseaux métaboliques. Cependant, l'existene dedonnées manquantes tout au long du jeu de données restreint le nombre e�etifde données disponibles et rend les tehniques lassiques de régression impréisesou inappliables. Il est don primordial d'utiliser des tehniques d'identi�ationqui tiennent ompte expliitement de es observations manquantes.Nous développons une approhe basée sur le maximum de vraisemblanepour l'estimation de paramètres de modèles de réseaux métaboliques. Ellerepose sur l'intégration de distributions a priori pour ompenser les donnéesmanquantes. Nous implémentons ette méthode d'identi�ation dans le adrede la modélisation métabolisme par le formalisme linlog à l'aide d'un algorithmeEM (Expetation-Maximization) et d'une méthode plus direte d'optimisationnumérique. Nous évaluons la performane de nos méthodes en les omparantà des approhes existantes et nous montrons que notre méthode EM produitles meilleurs résultats sur di�érents sénarios simulés. Nous appliquons ensuitel'algorithme EM à un problème réel, l'identi�ation d'un modèle du métabo-lisme entral du arbone hez Esherihia oli, basée sur un important jeu dedonnées expérimentales de la littérature. Les résultats obtenus sont prometteurset nous permettent de mettre en évidene ertains aspets ritiques des jeux dedonnées pour l'identi�ation.Mots-lés : réseaux métaboliques, estimation de paramètres, identi�ationde systèmes, algorithme Expetation Maximization, jeu inomplet de donnéeshaut-débits, protéomique, métabolomique, modélisation inétique, modèle lin-log, métabolisme entral du arbone hez Esherihia oli



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 31 IntrodutionTo further our understanding of the ellular proesses shaping the response ofmirobial ells to hanges in their environment requires the study of the intera-tions between gene expression and metabolism. In reent years high-throughputdatasets omprising simultaneous measurements of metabolism (�uxes, metabo-lite onentrations) and gene expression (protein and mRNA onentrations)have beome available [Hardiman et al., 2007, Ishii et al., 2007℄. These datasetsprovide a rih store of information for modeling the dynamis of the biohemialreation systems underlying ellular proesses. In partiular, they promise torelieve what is urrently a bottlenek for modeling in systems biology, obtain-ing reliable estimates of parameter values in kineti models [Ashyraliyev et al.,2009, Crampin, 2006℄.Notwithstanding these experimental advanes, parameter estimation remainsa partiularly hallenging problem, among other things due to inomplete knowl-edge of the moleular mehanisms, noisy and partial observations, heteroge-neous experimental methods and onditions, and the large size of networks[Marui et al., 2011℄. As a onsequene, the models may not be identi�-able, may not generalize to new situations due to over�tting, and nonlinearrate funtions may make them umbersome to analyze. This has led to theproposal of simpli�ed kineti modeling frameworks, inluding linlog kinetis[Visser and Heijnen, 2003℄, loglin kinetis [Hatzimanikatis and Bailey, 1997℄,power-law kinetis [Savageau, 1976℄, and more reently, onveniene kinetis[Liebermeister and Klipp, 2006℄.Linlog models are a partiularly interesting hoie for modeling metabolism[Heijnen, 2005, Visser and Heijnen, 2003℄. Simulation studies on the level ofboth individual enzymati reations [Heijnen, 2005℄ and metaboli networks[Costa et al., 2010, Hadlih et al., 2009, Visser et al., 2004℄ have shown thatthey provide reasonable approximations of lassial enzymati rate laws. More-over, a reent genome-sale linlog model of yeast metabolism, parametrizedusing previously-published kineti models, has been shown able to identify keysteps in the network, that is, reations exerting most ontrol over gluose trans-port and biomass prodution [Smallbone et al., 2010℄.A major advantage of linlog models is that, when measurements of �uxes,enzyme onentrations, and metabolite onentrations are available, the pa-rameter estimation problem redues to multiple linear regression. However, theperformane of regression approahes quikly degrades in the presene of miss-ing data, as is often the ase in high-throughput datasets due to experimentallimitations or instrument failures.In order to deal with this problem, we propose in this paper a maximum-likelihood method for the identi�ation of linlog models of metabolism frominomplete datasets. The spei� ontributions of the paper are twofold. Onthe theoretial side, we develop a method for the optimization of the likelihoodbased on Expetation Maximization (EM) [Dempster et al., 1977℄. The methodis onstruted for linlog models, but is more generally appliable to other regres-sion problems. In partiular, we derive analytial expressions for the expetationstep that are well-suited for numerial maximization. This guarantees the appli-ability of the approah even when modeling large networks. We show by meansof simulation experiments on syntheti data that our approah outperforms bothregression and a referene method from statistial literature for dealing with in-RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 4omplete data, multiple imputation [Rubin, 1976, 1996℄. In omparison withearlier work on treating inomplete high-throughput datasets [Oba et al., 2003,Sholz et al., 2005℄, our aim is not to estimate the missing values, but rather toimprove the estimation of the model parameters from the inomplete datasets.This is a di�erent problem that neessitates the development of novel methods.On the biologial side, we apply the method to a linlog model of entralmetabolism in E. oli, onsisting of some 16 variables. We estimate the 100parameters of this model from a high-throughput dataset published in the liter-ature [Ishii et al., 2007℄. The data onsists of measurements of metaboli �uxesand metabolite and enzyme levels in gluose-limited hemostat under 29 di�er-ent onditions suh a wild-type strain and single-gene mutant strains or di�erentdilution rates. Standard linear regression is di�ult to apply in this ase dueto missing data, whih disquali�es for 7 reations too many datapoints, leavinga dataset of size inferior to the number of parameters to estimate. Appliationof our approah allows one to ompute reasonable estimates for most of theidenti�able model parameters even when regression is inappliable.2 Parameter estimation in linlog modelsThe dynamis of metaboli networks are desribed by kineti models having theform of systems of ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) [Heinrih and Shuster,1996℄:
ẋ = N · v(x, u, e) (1)where x ∈ R

n
+ denotes the vetor of (nonnegative) internal metabolite onen-trations, u ∈ R

p
+ the vetor of external metabolite onentrations, e ∈ R

m
+ thevetor of enzyme onentrations, and v : R

n+p+m
+ → R

m the vetor of reationrate funtions. N ∈ Z
n×m is a stoihiometry matrix.The reation rates v are nonlinear and generally omplex funtions of x, u,and e, with many kineti parameters that are di�ult to reliably estimate fromthe data. This has motivated the use of approximate rate funtions, like thelinear-logarithmi (linlog) funtions onsidered in this paper [Heijnen, 2005,Visser and Heijnen, 2003℄. The linlog approximation expresses the reationrates as proportional to the enzyme onentrations and to a linear funtionof the logarithms of internal and external metabolite onentrations. This leadsto the rate equation

v(x, u, e) = diag(e) · (a + Bx · ln(x) + Bu · ln(u)
) (2)where the logarithm of a vetor means the vetor of logarithms of its elements.For oniseness, in the sequel we shall drop the dependene of v on (x, u, e) fromthe notation. An in-depth disussion of linlog models and omparison with otherapproximative rate funtions an be found in the review by [Heijnen, 2005℄.We are interested in the estimation of the (generally unknown) parame-ters a ∈ R

m, Bx ∈ R
m×n and Bu ∈ R

m×p from q experimental datapoints
(v(k), x(k), u(k), e(k)), k = 1, . . . , q. That is, the data used for parameter esti-mation are parallel measurements of enzyme and metabolite levels as well asmetaboli �uxes. Notie that in pratie reation rates are measured at (quasi-)steady state. The datapoints (v(k), x(k), u(k), e(k)) are obtained under di�erentRR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 5experimental onditions, for instane di�erent dilution rates in ontinuous ul-tures or di�erent mutant strains. For the purpose of parameter estimation, it isonvenient to rewrite (2) in the form of a regression model:
(v

e

)T

= [1 ln(x)T ln(u)T ] ·




aT

(Bx)T

(Bu)T



 (3)where the ratio of two vetors (here v/e) denotes elementwise division. Letus use an upperbar to denote the mean of a quantity over its q experimentalobservations, for instane: v/e = (1/q)
∑q

k=1 v(k)/e(k). By the linearity of (3),it holds that
(v

e

)
= [1 ln(x)

T
ln(u)

T
] ·




aT

(Bx)T

(Bu)T



 (4)This allows (3) to be reformulated as a mean-removed model
(

v

e
−
(v

e

))T

=

[
ln(x)− ln(x)

ln(u)− ln(u)

]T

·
[
(Bx)T

(Bu)T

] (5)and we obtain the following parameter estimation problem:Problem 1 Given the data matries



(
v(1)

e(1) −
(

v
e

))T...(
v(q)

e(q) −
(

v
e

))T




︸ ︷︷ ︸
,W

,




(
ln(x(1))− ln(x)

)T (
ln(u(1))− ln(u)

)T... ...(
ln(x(q))− ln(x)

)T (
ln(u(q))− ln(u)

)T




︸ ︷︷ ︸
,Y�nd parameters C ,

[
Bx Bu

]T solving the regression problem
W = Y · C + ε (6)where ε ∈ R

q×m is measurement noise on W .Notie that the parameter vetor a no longer appears in the regression prob-lem, but an estimate of it an be reovered from estimates of C =
[
Bx Bu

]Tby way of Eq. (4).In the remainder of the paper, we make the assumption that eah olumn
ε·i of ε follows a Gaussian distribution, indiated by ε·i ∼N (0, Σεi

), where Σεiis diagonal, i.e. the measurement errors in di�erent experiments are mutuallyunorrelated. We further assume that ε.i is independent of ε.j for i 6= j. Then,Problem 1 an be subdivided into m independent subproblems, one for eahreation i:
w·i = Y · c·i + ε·i, (7)where w·i and c·i are the i-th olumns of W and C, respetively.The values of the parameter matries Bx and Bu admit an interesting bi-ologial interpretation. Notie that one an immediately �nd values x0 ∈ R

n
+,RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 6
u0 ∈ R

p
+, e0 ∈ R

m
+ and v0 ∈ R

m suh that v0/e0 = v/e, lnx0 = ln(x), and
lnu0 = ln(u). As a onsequene, Eq. (5) an be rearranged into the ommonrelative formulation of linlog models,

v

e
= diag(v0

e0

)[
1 + Bx

0 ln

(
x

x0

)
+ Bu

0 ln

(
u

u0

)] (8)where 1 is an m× 1 vetor of ones, (v0, x0, u0, e0) is a so-alled referene state[Heijnen, 2005℄ and Bx
0 , Bu

0 are matries of elastiity onstants, where
Bx

0 = diag(e0

v0

)
·Bx, Bu

0 = diag(e0

v0

)
· Bu. (9)The elastiities, introdued in the ontext of Metaboli Control Analysis (MCA)[Heinrih and Shuster, 1996℄, desribe the normalized loal response of the re-ation rates to hanges in metabolite onentrations. The interest is that theyan thus be immediately omputed from the values of Bx and Bu found by thesolution of Problem 1, and the equality e0/v0 = 1/(v/e).Although straightforward in theory, solving the regression problem (6) en-ounters two ompliations in pratie.1. Sine the measurements are arried out at (quasi-)steady state, we have

N · v(x, u, e) = 0. This introdues dependenies among the data and thusredues the information ontent of the data matrix Y , in the sense that Ybeomes rank de�ient. Like in earlier work [Nikerel et al., 2006℄, we usestandard approahes to solve this problem. We notably rely on PrinipalComponent Analysis (PCA) [Jolli�e, 1986, Nikerel et al., 2006℄ applied tothe data matrix Y to redue the model order, i.e., the number of indepen-dent parameters, and ensure well-posedness of the regression problem (seeAppendix A for tehnial details). In summary, we use Singular Value De-omposition (SVD), a tehnique deomposing the data matrix into domi-nant and marginal omponents aording to a variane riterion. For thepurpose of linear regression, this orresponds to deomposing the param-eter vetor into a redued number of omponents that an be determinedwith ertainty based on the data, while the remaining omponents arepoorly determined, i.e., they are `nonidenti�able', and are disarded withnegligible e�et on the �t. We note in passing that the olumns of Wand Y are zero-mean, an important requirement for the orretness of theoutlined analysis.2. The high-throughput datasets ontain a substantial amount of missingvalues, due to experimental limitations or instrument failures. If, for anygiven reation, we only used the datapoints in whih all relevant metaboliteonentrations, enzyme onentrations, and metaboli �uxes playing a rolein that reation are available, then a large amount of data would have tobe thrown away. In pratie, we would run the risk that the parametersannot be reliably identi�ed. The development of a method that is apableof maximally exploiting the information ontained in inomplete datasetsfor solving Problem 1 is the main subjet of the paper and will be fullydeveloped in the later setions.RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 73 Likelihood-based identi�ation of linlog modelsfrom missing dataFor every reation i, we are onerned with the problem of estimating the un-known parameters c·i of the model given in (7) in the ase where some en-tries of Y are unknown. We address the estimation problem by a likelihood-maximization approah, whih is known to yield optimal (unbiased and mini-mum variane) estimates for our problem setting in the ase where Y is fullyknown. As the problem is idential for all reations i, in the remainder of thesetion we will drop for simpliity index ·i from the notation.Let I be the set of indies (row, olumn) orresponding to the known entriesof Y , i.e., (j, k) ∈ I if and only if Yj,k is available. It is onvenient to introduethe deomposition Y = Y̆ + Ỹ , where
Y̆j,k =

{
Yj,k, if (j, k) ∈ I ,

0, otherwise; Ỹj,k =

{
0, if (j, k) ∈ I ,

Yj,k, otherwise.Matrix Y̆ is fully determined: One measurements y̆ of Y̆ are olleted, we treat
Y̆ = y̆ as �xed parameters of the regression problem. Matrix Ỹ ollets theunknown entries of Y . We model these missing data as unobserved independentrandom variables, whose prior distributions enode our generi knowledge aboutthem. Assuming that the a-priori distributions are not known (worst ase), wede�ne a Gaussian prior for eah quantity that is missing in an experiment basedon the measurements of the same quantity available from other experiments.For every (j, k) 6∈ I and Yj,k = {Yj′,k : (j′, k) ∈ I } (assumed nonempty), welet






Ỹj,k ∼ N (µj,k, σ2
j,k),

µj,k = mean(Yj,k),
σj,k = std(Yj,k).

(10)We an now formulate the estimation problem.Problem 2 Given measurements W = w and Y̆ = y̆, ompute the estimate
ĉ = arg maxc log L (c), with L (c) = fW |y̆,c(w), where, for any c, fW |y̆,c(·) isthe probability density funtion of W given Y̆ = y̆ orresponding to model (7)�(10).Note that L (c) is a likelihood funtion for a linear model with missing data,in the sense that it is de�ned with respet to available data Y̆ only. One anexpress L (c) by marginalization,

log L (c) = log

∫
fW |y̆,ỹ,c(w)feY |y̆,c

(ỹ)dỹ, (11)where fW |y̆,ỹ,c(·) is the standard likelihood funtion for model (7) given Y̆ =

y̆ and ỹ, with ỹ varying over all possible values of Ỹ , and feY |y̆,c
= feY |y̆ isdetermined by the prior (10). The expliit solution to the integral is reportedin Appendix B. A diret approah to solving Problem 2 is to maximize (11) bynumerial optimization. However, the funtion is not onvex in c, whene itsRR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 8diret optimization is prone to end up in loal minima and requires the use ofglobal optimization strategies.Alternatively, we propose to takle Problem 2 by an Expetation-Maximization(EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977℄. EM provides a general methodology forthe optimization of a likelihood funtion with missing information. It is basedon an iterative two-step proedure that, for the problem at hand, we implementas follows. Let us de�ne the random variable Z = Ỹ · c, so that model (7)beomes W = Y̆ · c + Z + ε. Note that Z ∼ N (µy̆,c, Σy̆,c), where for anygiven c, mean and variane an be derived from (10). Let ĉ0 be an initial guessof c. At every iteration ℓ = 1, 2, 3, . . ., ompute an updated estimate ĉℓ fromthe estimate ĉℓ−1 at the previous iteration by performing the following EM steps:Expetation: Compute
Q(c|ĉℓ−1) = E[log fZ,W |y̆,c(Z, w)|y̆, ĉℓ−1, w]

=

∫
log fZ,W |y̆,c(z, w)fZ|y̆,ĉℓ−1,w(z)dz;

(12)Maximization: Solve
ĉℓ = arg max

c
Q(c|ĉℓ−1). (13)In (12), fZ,W |y̆,c is the joint probability density funtion of Z and W given

Y̆ = y̆ and c, while fZ|y̆,ĉℓ−1,w is the probability density funtion of Z given
Y̆ = y̆, W = w and ĉℓ−1. In fat, this quantity is independent of w and an beomputed by our de�nition (10).It an be proven that, at every iteration ℓ, the EM algorithm inreases thevalue of L (ĉℓ), and eventually onverges to a maximum of L [Little and Rubin,2002℄. While this is not neessarily a global maximum, EM has proven e�e-tive in many appliations [Graham, 2009, Horton and Kleinman, 2007℄. A keyproperty is that onvergene to a maximum is ahieved even if (13) is not solvedexatly: It su�es that ĉℓ is suh that Q(ĉℓ|ĉℓ−1) ≥ Q(ĉℓ−1|ĉℓ−1), whih is easilyahieved even by a loal optimization algorithm. In pratie, we an use theexpliit expression of L in Problem 2 for stopping the iterations, e.g., when therelative improvement on L falls below a spei�ed threshold τ > 0:

|L (ĉℓ)−L (ĉℓ−1)|/|L (ĉℓ)| ≤ τ.To omplete the implementation of the algorithm, one must express Q(c|ĉℓ−1)in a form onvenient for maximization. As explained in Appendix B, we wereable to express (12) as an expliit funtion of c for any given ĉℓ−1. In ompatform:
Q(c|ĉℓ−1) ∝ −KL(fc||fĉℓ−1)−H(fĉℓ−1) + log(κfc

), (14)where fc stands for a Gaussian distribution with variane Σfc
= [Σ−1

ε + Σ−1
y̆,c]

−1and mean µfc
= Σfc

· (Σ−1
ε · (w − y̆ · c) + Σ−1

y̆,c · µy̆,c), κfc
is a funtion de-pending on c via µfc

and Σfc
, and the proportionality fator that we dropped(indiated by the presene of ∝ in plae of =) depends on ĉℓ−1 but not on c.Finally, KL(·||·) and H(·) are the Kullbak-Leibler distane between distribu-tions and the entropy of a distribution, respetively, for whih, in the Gaus-sian ase at hand, expliit formulas are available [Cover and Thomas, 2006,RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 9Stoorvogel and van Shuppen, 1996℄. A slight tehnial ompliay is needed inase Σy̆,c is singular (see Appendix B for all the mathematial details).The availability of the losed-form expression (14) allows us to implementEM e�iently, i.e., with an expliit maximization problem that is solved nu-merially at all iterations. One the parameter estimates are obtained, severalmethods from the literature an be used to assess the auray of the resultsby inferring on�dene intervals. Examples are randomized methods suh asbootstrapping [Manly, 1997℄ and the pro�le likelihood method by [Raue et al.,2009℄. This method derives on�dene intervals using a threshold on a funtionalled the pro�le likelihood. In our appliation, this is obtained separately foreah parameter cj by re-maximization of (11) with respet to all parameters
ck 6=j , for all values cj in a neighborhood of ĉj .4 Validation on syntheti dataBefore applying the EM algorithm to atual biologial identi�ation problems,we test the performane of the method on simulated data. For this purpose, asyntheti model has been developed, a simpli�ed variant of the linlog model ofE. oli entral metabolism studied in Se. 5 below. The model, in the form (2),ontains 17 variables, representing internal and external metabolites involved in25 reations, and 78 parameters ( see Appendix C for the model equations). Wegenerate data matries Y from this model by means of simulation, for di�erentperentages of missing data and experimental noise. Using the model strutureand the simulated data, we solve Problem 1 for eah reation independently, asdesribed in Se. 3.In order to assess the added value of our spei� implementation of likeli-hood optimization, we �rst ompare the performane of the EM algorithm ofSe. 3 with the diret maximization of the loglikelihood (11) implemented witha general-purpose Matlab optimization routine. This method will be referredto as MaxLL in the sequel.Seond, we ompare the likelihood-based identi�ation approahes with stan-dard methods, notably linear regression (referred to as Rg) and the ommonly-used multiple imputation (MI) method [Rubin, 1976, 1996℄. Regression is per-formed based on full datasets only, i.e., it does not onsider an experimentally-determined datapoint (v(k), x(k), u(k), e(k)) when at least one of the measure-ments is missing. MI is based on imputation of missing data by random drawsof the missing values, i.e., non-zero elements of Ỹ , from the a-priori distribu-tion de�ned in (10). Both methods thus exploit only part of the informationontained in an inomplete dataset and provide a lower limit for quantifying theperformane of the methods proposed in Se. 3.Third, we ompare the results of EM with the least-squares identi�ationof the model on omplete datasets (a method referred to as RgF). Thoughinappliable to real data with missing measurements, the method is statistiallyoptimal. Hene, it provides us an upper performane bound that an be usedto assess the role of missing data in performane degradation, separately fromthe role of noise.Most of the high-throughput datasets available in the literature have beenobtained when metabolism is at (quasi-)steady-state. In order to mimi avail-able experimental data as losely as possible, simulated data obtained from theRR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 10syntheti model should therefore be steady-state data. We generated steadystates of (1)-(2), and reorded the orresponding metabolite onentrations andmetaboli �ux values for 30 di�erent onditions, eah onsisting of a randomhange in the enzyme onentration with respet to a referene value.We ompared performane of the �ve methods desribed above (EM, MaxLL,MI, Rg, RgF) on datasets with di�erent amounts of missing data (40% and 75%)for the metabolite onentrations and noise levels (10% and 20%) for w. Theonly di�erene with the dataset used for the referene method RgF is that thelatter has no missing data. A noise level of 10% means that the distributionused to generate the noise has a standard deviation equal to 10% of the valuesin w. The perentages of missing data in the simulation study are omparableto those observed in pratie (Se. 5 and [Ishii et al., 2007℄). For every di�erentombination of missing data perentage and noise level, a dataset was generatedby homogeneously distributing missing data among olumns of Y , the indies foreah olumn being hosen at random. For every simulated senario, randomlygenerated noise was added to w in the dataset.For all the above senarios, identi�ation of eah reation was addressedseparately, in aordane with the disussion of Se. 2. For every reation,we �rst tested the identi�ability of the syntheti linlog model by PCA of thefull data matrix Y. In our simulation, 9 reations out of the 25 omposing themodel were deteted as having nonidenti�able parameters. For those reations,identi�ation of a redued order model
w = Y ∗ · c∗ + ε (15)was performed in plae of the identi�ation of the original model. Y ∗ ∈ R

q×r,with r ≤ n+p, is a redued-order data matrix obtained by linear transformationof Y and c∗ ∈ R
r is a parameter vetor, smaller than c, that is `identi�able', inthe sense that it is well determined by the data (see Appendix C).We implemented the di�erent parameter estimation algorithms in Matlab,using the lsov funtion for the regression-based methods and fminsearh forglobal optimization in MaxLL and the maximization step in EM. Both EM andMaxLL require an initial guess of the parameters to be spei�ed. We proposed10 di�erent initial parameter vetors, inluding the estimation obtained withthe baseline method Rg where available. In order to draw statistis for theestimation performane, eah of the �ve algorithms was applied on 100 MonteCarlo repetitions of the identi�ation problem. The omplete performane testover all methods, onditions and 100 repetitions took about 7 h 40 min inMatlab 7.4.0 on a Linux PC workstation (1862 MhZ, 2 Gb RAM).The most informative results from all identi�ation methods are summarizedby boxplots of the ratio of the estimated parameter values c over the refereneparameter values cref used to simulate the data, the loser the ratio to 1, thebetter the estimates. Ensemble statistis are drawn for all parameters orre-sponding to the same reation. Fig. 1 is dediated to the senario with 40%missing data and 10% noise, whereas Fig. 2 reports on 75% missing data and20% noise. Complete results for all reations under all onditions an be foundin Appendix C.Sine the individual reations of the model involve only a small subset ofmetabolites, eah of the m identi�ation subproblems onsists of the estimationof a limited number of parameters, mostly 2 or 3. For the ase with 40% missingRR n° 7524
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Figure 1: Statistis of estimated parameter values for datasets with 40% ofmissing data and 10% noise. The results are shown as boxplots of the ratio ofthe estimated parameter values c and referene parameter values cref . Statis-tis have been omputed for eah of the 5 methods from 100 datasets. For eahmethod, the red line displays the median and the lower and upper blue lines rep-resent the lower and upper quartile values, respetively. Whiskers extend fromeah end of the box to the most extreme values within 1.5 times the interquar-tile range from the ends of the box and outliers are shown with red rosses.The tested algorithms are Expetation Maximization (EM), diret optimizationof loglikelihood (MaxLL), multiple imputation (MI), regression on inompletedatasets (Rg) and regression on omplete datasets (RgF). (A�D) Boxplots forreations 3, 4, 11 and 18 of the network, respetively.
RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 12

Figure 2: Statistis of estimated parameter values for datasets with 75% ofmissing data and 20% noise. The graphial notations are the same as for Fig. 1.(A�F) Boxplots for reations 3, 13, 17, 22, 19 and 22 of the network, respetively.
RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 13data, Rg an therefore be performed in all runs for every reation of the model.On the ontrary, with 75% missing data, regression annot be applied to 6reations whih is apparent from the absene of the Rg statistis for 2 reationsin Fig. 2.In omparison with the other methods, multiple imputation (MI) gives theworst results (largest bias) in 3 out of the 4 reations shown in Fig. 1, and in5 out of 6 reations in Fig. 2. In reations 11 of Fig. 1 and 22 of Fig. 2, therelatively small biases are aompanied by an estimation unertainty wider thanfor EM and MaxLL. This ould be explained by a restrited use of informationontained in the distribution of missing data. Indeed, MI only onsiders randomdraws from the distribution while EM and MaxLL are based on all possiblevalues taken by missing data through integration of the distribution.Analysis of Fig. 1 reveals that, for 40% missing data and 10% noise, theperformane of EM and MaxLL is almost idential and similar to that of re-gression (Rg and RgF), with limited improvements on Rg, i.e., slightly smallervariability. In some ases, suh as for reations 11 and 18, their performaneapproahes the optimal, unattainable bound provided by RgF, i.e., they havesimilar bias and variability.Performane improvements of likelihood-based methods over Rg beomemore signi�ant when identi�ation is performed on the dataset with higherperentage of missing data and larger noise. Fig. 2A-D show results for re-ations where Rg was appliable. Both EM and MaxLL substantially redueestimation variability in reations 3, 17 and 22. At the same time, due to thelarger amount of missing data, performane loss with respet to RgF is more sig-ni�ant. Turned another way, this shows the auray that ould be reoveredwere all datasets omplete.Fig. 2E-F show the results when Rg fails to produe estimates and annotbe used to initialize EM and MaxLL optimization. Still, EM provides estimatesof the right order of magnitude and, for the ase of Fig. 2E, of the right signin at least 75% of the runs (box entirely above 0), while the median has theright sign and is reasonably lose to 1. The estimation of the sign provided byMaxLL is less reliable (box rossing 0).Overall, we onlude that the EM-based approah provides the most aurateestimates under all simulated onditions. We will therefore apply this methodto the identi�ation of the linlog model of an atual metaboli network from apublished high-throughput dataset.5 Appliation to entral metabolism in E. oliThe network of entral arbon metabolism in Esherihia oli has been studiedfor a long time from di�erent perspetives, whih makes it an ideal model systemfor our purpose. A rather preise idea of the struture of the network exists, sev-eral kineti models of the network dynamis are available ([Bettenbrok et al.,2005, Kotte et al., 2010℄ and referenes therein), and reently a high-throughputdataset ontaining the required information for solving Problem 1 has beenpublished [Ishii et al., 2007℄. The network we onsider here gathers enzymes,metabolites and reations that make up the bulk of E. oli entral arbonmetabolism, inluding glyolysis, the pentose-phosphate pathway, the triar-RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 14boxyli aid yle and anapleroti reations suh as glyoxylate shunt and PEP-arboxylase (Fig. 3).The dataset used for identi�ation of this network was obtained by exper-iments with 24 single-gene disruptants that were grown at a �xed dilutionrate of 0.2 h−1 in gluose-limited hemostat and on wild-type ells at 5 dif-ferent dilution rates [Ishii et al., 2007℄. The authors olleted data using mul-tiple high-throughput tehniques, in partiular DNA miroarray analysis andtwo-dimensional di�erential gel eletrophoresis (2D-DIGE) for genes and pro-teins, apillary eletrophoresis time-of-�ight mass spetrometry (CE-TOFMS)for metabolites, and metaboli �ux analysis. They thus obtained a dataset on-sisting of metabolite onentrations, mRNA and protein onentrations for theenzymes, and metaboli �uxes under 29 di�erent experimental onditions. Alarge number of di�erent metabolites were measured in the experiments, withmissing data in varying amounts, from 0 to 80% of the observations, 28% onaverage for the metabolites onsidered below.From the reations listed in [Ishii et al., 2007℄, we have onstruted a linlogmodel of the form (2), with n = 16 internal metabolites, q = 7 external metabo-lites and measured ofators, and m = 31 reations (see Appendix D). Eah ofthe reations is atalyzed by a single enzyme, whih may atually stand for sev-eral enzymes in the ase of isoenzymes, enzyme omplexes, or lumped reations.Reations have been simpli�ed or lumped together when a shared metabolite hasnot been measured, whih preludes estimation of the orresponding elementsin the parameter matries Bx and Bu. In omparison with an earlier linlogmodel of E. oli entral arbon metabolism [Visser et al., 2004℄, we extendedthe sope to inlude the triarboxyli aid yle and the glyoxylate shunt, butdue to the above-mentioned simpli�ations our model is more oarse-grained.An identi�ability analysis was performed by several rounds of missing dataimputation using the a-priori distribution de�ned in Eq. (10) and PCA, whihled in eah ase to the same result: 7 out of 31 reations were deteted as havingnonidenti�able parameters. For those reations, the model has been redued asdesribed in Eq. (15) using a data matrix Y ompleted by the means µj,k of thea-priori distributions. For every individual reation, the redued model has aparameter vetor c∗ that is now entirely identi�able.Apart from the distribution of the a-priori missing data, given by Eq. (10),appliation of the EM requires information about the distribution of ε, the erroron the ratios of �uxes and enzyme onentrations. The Ishii dataset providesseveral replia measurements for a referene experimental ondition: wild-typeells grown on gluose-limited hemostat with a dilution rate of 0.2 h−1. Thesedata were used for the omputation of the variane of ε. Running the EMmethod on the model and the data took about 220 s using the implementation ofSe. 4. In order to assess the auray of the estimated Bx and Bu, we omputedfor eah parameter a 95% on�dene interval, by means of the pro�le likelihoodmethod outlined in Se. 3. The omputation of the on�dene intervals for allparameters required about 23 min.Contrary to the simulation studies reported in Se. 4, a referene or `real'model for the evaluation of the results does not exist in this ase. However,a-priori biohemial knowledge on the signs of the elastiities is available, i.e.,elastiities are positive for substrates and negative for produts. This infor-mation an be ompared with the estimated signs of the elastiities, and theiron�dene intervals, omputed from the parameter matries using the relationsRR n° 7524
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Figure 3: Sheme of Esherihia oli entral arbon metabolism. Thismap, showing metabolites (bold fonts) and genes (itali) is adapted from[Ishii et al., 2007℄. Abbreviations of metabolites are gluose (Gl), gluose 6-phosphate (G6P), frutose 6-phosphate (F6P), frutose 1-6-biphosphate (FBP),dihydroxyaetone phosphate (DHAP), glyeraldehyde 3-phosphate (G3P), 3-phosphoglyerate (3PG), phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), pyruvate (Pyr), 6-phosphogluonate (6PG), 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phospho-gluonate (2KDPG), ribu-lose 5-phosphate (Ru5P), ribose 5-phosphate (R5P), xylulose 5-phosphate(X5P), sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (S7P), erythrose 4-phosphate (E4P), ox-aloaetate (OAA), itrate (Cit), isoitrate (IsoCit), 2-keto-glutarate (2KG),suinate-CoA (SuoA), suinate (Su), fumarate (Fum), malate (Mal), gly-oxylate (Glyox), aetyl-CoA (AoA), aetylphosphate (Ap) and aetate (Ae).Cofators impating the reations are not shown. The gene names are separatedby a omma in the ase of isoenzymes, by a olon for enzyme omplexes, andby a semiolon when the enzymes atalyze reations that have been lumpedtogether in the model.RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 16in Eq. (9). The results are shown in Table 1. Similar unshown results areobtained by means of the MaxLL method.We observe that the EM method obtains estimates for all reations, inludingthe 7 ases where the insu�ient amount of data made regression not appliable.However, 27 of the 100 non-zero elastiities of the model are not identi�ablefrom this dataset. Moreover, out of the remaining 73 elastiity estimates, halfof them have signs that are not statistially signi�ant, in the sense that the95% on�dene interval straddles 0. This is most likely due to the magnitudeof noise in metabolite onentrations being omparable to the magnitude ofrelevant information, as for example for PEP where the standard deviation overall experimental onditions equals the standard deviation of the repliates ina single ondition (0.06 mM vs 0.05 mM). This preludes the estimation of anunambiguous sign.Of the elastiities with statistially signi�ant signs, 20 out of 37 are orret,in the sense that they have the expeted positive or negative sign. The remainingelastiities, distributed over 11 reations, are inorretly estimated. Let us nowdisuss what we believe are potential soures of these errors, an informationthat ould be used to single out erroneous estimates a-priori.We �rst note that for 5 of these 11 reations (GapA;Pgk, GltA,PrpC, Mdh,Edd;Eda and Pta;AkA,AkB, see Table 1), only very few omplete datapointsare available (between 1 and 5) and regression mostly fails in these ases. Inaddition, all of these reations involve at least one metabolite missing in morethan 70% of the experimental onditions. The ombination of very few ompletedatapoints and a high perentage of missing metabolite measurements obviouslymakes model identi�ation extremely di�ult and it is fair to say that here wereah the limit of the appliability of our method, or of any method for thatmatter, due to the lak of data.Seond, 4 reations are known to operate lose to equilibrium: Pgi, FbaA,FbaB,TpiA and GpmA,GpmB;Eno [Visser et al., 2004℄. Theoretially, these reationsare not identi�able, as their elastiities are not independent [Visser et al., 2004℄,but PCA did not detet this. Most likely, this is due to the above-mentionednoise in metabolite onentrations, whih dereases their orrelations. A au-tious, preemptive strategy would be to redue the model for any reation knownto be lose to equilibrium and eliminate the orresponding dependent variables.The errors in the signs of some elastiities in the remaining 2 reations(PtsG and PfkA,PfkB) are less straightforward to explain. It is unlikely thatthey an be attributed to the EM method, given that regression is appliablehere with a relatively large number of omplete datapoints available (14 and 18,respetively) and gives the same results. Alternatively, they may be explainedby a modeling error or a hidden variable, for instane an unknown ofator,biasing the estimation results. It is also possible that the approximations of thelinlog model are not suitable for these reations, for instane beause there arelarge variations in metabolite onentrations between onditions, driving thesystem far from the referene state.In summary, EM gives reasonable results for a fairly ompliated model ona hallenging dataset. Even though some puzzling issues remain, we believethat these an be safely attributed to the inherent di�ulty of the identi�ationproblem.RR n° 7524
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Table 1: Elastiity matrix [Bx
0 Bu

0 ] estimated by EM from the data of Ishii et al. [2007℄ for the linlog model of E. oli entral arbonmetabolism (the olumns of the matrix have been permuted for readability). Unidenti�able elastiities are shown in grey, unertainelastiities, i.e., having a sign that is not signi�ant with 95% on�dene, in yellow, and orretly/inorretly identi�ed elastiities, i.e.,having a sign that is signi�ant with 95% on�dene, in green/red. Abbreviations are as in Fig. 3. Some of the ofators are modeled asratios of metabolite onentrations, e.g. ATP/ADP. Reation 27, labeled µ, is a phenomenologial reation for biomass prodution. Thelast row indiates the perentage of missing data per metabolite and the right-most olumn displays the amount of omplete datapointsavailable for eah reation. For reations labeled with ∗, regression was not able to produe any result.
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`

Enzyme Metabolite Gl PEP G6P Pyr F6P FBP DHAP 3PG AoAoA 6PG Ru5P R5P S7P 2KG Su Fum Mal ATPADP Cit NADPHNADP NADHNAD FAD Ae # ompletedatapoints1 PtsG 0.29 -0.88 0.79 1.88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 Pgi 0 0 -0.33 0 0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 273 PfkA,PfkB 0 -0.13 0 0 -0.11 -0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 184 FbaA,FbaB 0 0 0 0 0 -0.29 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 85 TpiA 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.07 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 126 GapA;Pgk 0 0 0 0 0 -0.18 0 -0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.32 0 0 -0.17 0 0 57 GpmA,GpmB;Eno 0 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 -0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 248 PykA,PykF 0 0.19 0 0.43 0 -0.14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 119 AeE:AeF:LpdA 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 -0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.27 0 0 610 Zwf;Pgl 0 0 -0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.38 0 0 0 211 Gnd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.33 -0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.76 0 0 0 2∗12 Rpe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.46 0 -0.39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2813 RpiA,RpiB 0 0 -0.64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.26 -0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1814 TktA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 -0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1815 TalA,TalB 0 0 0 0 -0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2716 TktB 0 0 0 0 -0.58 0 0 0 0 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2717 GltA,PrpC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.49 0 -0.02 0 0 1∗18 AnA,AnB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.99 0 0 0 0 0.55 0 0 0 0 519 IdA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0 0 0 0 0.002 0 0 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0 420 SuA:SuB:LpdA;SuC:SuD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.26 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 -0.48 0 0 2∗21 SdhA:SdhB:SdhC:SdhD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.08 -0.44 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 2122 FumA,FumB,FumC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.46 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2523 Mdh 0 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.01 0 0.31 0 -0.12 0 0 3∗24 Pp;PkA 0 0.29 0 0 0 -0.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 -1.15 0.21 0 0 0 0 925 MaeB,SfA 0 0 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 -0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.26 0 0 -0.003 0.04 0 0 2∗26 AeA;AeB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.11 0 0 0 0 0 -0.01 0 -0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 2527 µ 0 0.16 -0.11 0.06 -0.04 0 0 0.11 0.1 0 0 0.09 0 -0.06 0 0 0 -0.44 0 0.05 -0.01 0 0 0∗28 Edd;Eda 0 0 0 2.47 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 529 Pta;AkA,AkB 0 0 0 0.0015 0 0 0 0 -0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.42 0 -0.26 -0.83 0 2.1 2∗30 LdhA 0 0 0 2.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.11 0 0 631 AdhE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28% Missing Data 3 17 0 48 7 34 59 10 3 72 3 38 3 59 3 14 14 0 62 79 79 17 17
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Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 186 DisussionIn this work we have addressed the problem of estimating parameters of ap-proximate models of metaboli networks from inomplete datasets. Even withthe largest datasets available at present, suh as in [Ishii et al., 2007℄, the ab-sene or orruption of a large number of measurements may redue the e�etivenumber of datapoints to a handful of experimental onditions, thus making sim-ple regression tehniques ine�etive or even inappliable. Making full use of allthe available data is therefore essential to render identi�ation well-posed andimprove the quality of the estimated models.To this aim, we have proposed a maximum-likelihood method for the identi�-ation of linlog metaboli network models that ompensates for the missing databy the use of statistial priors. We developed an algorithm that attains maxi-mization of the likelihood based on Expetation Maximization, a well aeptedparadigm for the numerial optimization of likehood funtions in the preseneof unobserved variables. A simpler implementation based on diret likelihoodmaximization via general-purpose numerial optimization algorithms was alsoonsidered and found slightly less powerful. The performane of EM was om-pared to that of an existing method of referene, namely multiple imputation,and to worst-ase and best-ase senarios given by least-squares regression onthe sole omplete datapoints and on omplete datasets, respetively. We showedthat EM outperforms multiple imputation by a wide margin. In omparison withworst-ase regression, it redues the estimation variability and is able to produereasonable estimation results even when regression on inomplete datasets is in-appliable. It also approahes the ideal performane of regression on ompletedatasets for low rates of missing data, regardless of noise.Based on these �ndings, we applied EM to the identi�ation of a linlog modelfor the entral arbon metabolism in the baterium E. oli from the experimen-tal data presented by Ishii et al. [2007℄. Even with the large amount of inom-plete datapoints, due to the di�ulty of experimentally measuring metaboliteonentrations, EM was able to estimate many of the model parameters (elas-tiies) in agreement with the urrent understanding of the system. This is eventrue for reations where the redued number of omplete datapoints impairsthe appliability of least squares regression. On the other hand, the hallengingquality of the data sheds light on the performane limits of the method, whihtends to fail when large measurement noise makes the estimation of small pa-rameters statistially unreliable, when the same variable annot be measured inmost onditions, or when reations operate near equilibrium.Overall, results from the simulations and the appliation on real data showedthat our EM approah is able to make the most of inomplete, noisy high-throughput datasets for the estimation of parameters in approximate kinetimodels. In the future, we expet to improve performane by developing a num-ber of tehnial points, inluding approximate analyti/dediated numerial so-lutions for the EM maximization steps, the re�nement of the identi�ability anal-ysis via SVD of inomplete data matries [Brand, 2002℄, and a more detailedmodeling of measurement noise. It is worth noting that, while the method hasbeen developed on linlog models, it is more generally appliable to any othermetaboli network model that an be put in a form linear in the parametersby straightforward manipulations, suh as generated mass ation models thatprovide advantages when some metabolite onentrations approah 0 [Savageau,RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 191976, del Rosario et al., 2008℄. In addition, estimated parameters of approxi-mate metaboli models, suh as elastiities of linlog models, provide useful hintsfor the identi�ation of more detailed nonlinear kineti models.From a broader perspetive, the appliation of the EM method to a uniquemulti-omis dataset for E. oli arbon metabolism allowed us to isolate issuesthat are ritial for the appropriate exploitation of the data for parameter es-timation, and that may need to be taken into aount during the design of theexperiments. One suh issue is that a high perentage of missing data for someof the individual variables, even at a relatively low average perentage over theentire dataset, was found to be detrimental to the identi�ation results. Thismay in�uene sampling strategies, expeially for metabolites that are di�ultto measure. Another issue is the identi�ability problems aused by steady-statemeasurements, that annot always be resolved by geneti mutation or by vary-ing physiologial onditions. From this perspetive time-resolved observationsof the network dynamis arry great promise [Hardiman et al., 2007℄, althoughmuh more demanding experimentally.AppendiesA Identi�ability analysisFirst of all, we note that in model (7), for eah reation i, only a subset ofmetabolites is involved. That is, only a subset of the entries of vetor c.i needto be identi�ed, while the values of the remaining entries are �xed to 0. Let usall nci
with 0 < nci

< (n + p) the e�etive number of parameters to identify.A straightforward reformulation of the regression model is the following:
w.i = Y

′ · c′ + ε.i (16)with c′ ∈ R
nci a vetor olleting the nonzero values of c.i and Y

′ ∈ R
q×ncia matrix omposed of the orresponding olumns of Y ,i.e., the metabolites in-volved in reation i. Bearing this in mind, for simpliity, we will drop index iin the sequel writing nc in plae of nci

stiking to the usual notation w = Y ·c+ε.To deal with identi�ability issues, we use Prinipal Component Analysis(PCA) on the model (16) [Jolli�e, 1986, Nikerel et al., 2006℄. To detet non-identi�able parameters, we deompose the data matrix Y using Singular ValueDeomposition (SVD):
Y = U · diag(s1, s2, ..., snc

) · V T (17)with U ∈ R
q×q and V ∈ R

nc×nc orthonormal matries and s1 ≥ · · · ≥ snc
≥ 0the singular values of Y . Note that the sum of squared singular values is equalto the square of the Frobenius norm of Y , ‖Y ‖2 =

∑
k

∑
j Y 2

j,k, that is, in anequivalent statistial interpretation, to the sum of the varianes of all metaboliteonentrations over q experiments (reall that eah olumn of Y has zero meanby de�nition).In presene of dependenies among data, there exists an index r with 1 ≤ r <
nc suh that sr+1 = · · · = snc

= 0. Then Y is of rank r. As a onsequene, forRR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 20any two vetors w and c suh that w = Y ·c, there exists an (nc−r)-dimensionalvetor spae KY ⊆ R
n−r (the kernel of Y ) suh that w = Y · (c+ kY ) also holdsfor any kY ∈ KY . For the purpose of identi�ation, this implies that c annotbe uniquely reonstruted from the data. (The ase where (sr+1, · · · , snc

) areonly approximately 0 will be disussed later in this setion.)We rely on the observation that KY = range(Vr+1:nc
), the vetor spaegenerated by the last nc − r olumns of V . In order to formulate a regressionproblem with a well-de�ned solution, we rewrite model (16) in terms of a redueddata matrix Y ∗ ∈ R

q×r and a redued parameter vetor c∗ ∈ R
r as follows:

{
w = Y ∗ · c∗ + ε
Y ∗ = Y · V1:r

(18)where V1:r ∈ R
nc×r is the matrix obtained by extrating the �rst r olumnsof V . Sine Y ∗ is full-olumn rank, Y ∗ · c∗ is a linear ombination in c∗ ofindependent data vetors. This ensures that the solution to the regression (18)is unique, hene we all c∗ `identi�able'.Given a unique solution c∗ to the regression (18), the spae of undistinguish-able solutions for the original parameter vetor c in (16) an then be de�ned asfollows:

c ∈ {V1:r · c∗ + kY , kY ∈ KY } (19)Depending on the struture of the orthonormal matrix V , we may be ableto isolate some entries of c that an be uniquely determined from the reduedmodel, that is, from the estimates of c∗. This happens when all elements of atleast one row of Vr+1:nc
are equal to 0. Indeed, this is the riterion we usedin Se. 5 to isolate identi�able parameters in nonidenti�able reations, suh asreations 17 and 19 in Table 1.In pratie, singular values are rarely exatly 0, even in presene of datadependenies. This an be due to several auses, inluding measurement noise,numerial roundo�s, et. Still, for some r < nc, values of (sr+1, · · · , snc

) su�-iently lose to 0 an make the estimates of c solving regression poorly deter-mined. Thus a riterion to disard those singular values needs to be de�ned.In this paper, we approximate by zero all singular values whose total ontri-bution to the variane of Y , i.e., to the `informativity' of the metabolite data,is under some suitable threshold λ, that is, we de�ne
r = min

{
t ∈ [1..(nc − 1)] ,

∑t
k=1 s2

k∑nc

k=1 s2
k

≥ λ

} (20)and set sr+1 = · · · = snc
= 0. By this approximation, from (17) we obtain adata matrix Y of rank r < nc. The PCA method desribed before then applies.The results disussed in Se. 4 were obtained with λ = 0.99. In the appliationto the biologial model of Se. 5 , the hoie of λ was driven by the level ofmeasurement noise orrupting the data matrix Y . This was quanti�ed basedon the variane of the data over the available replias in a �xed experimentalondition [Ishii et al., 2007℄. Depending on the reation, the value of λ rangedfrom 0.94 to 0.999.RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 21B Likelihood-based identi�ation of linlog mod-elsWe rely on the notation of Se. 3, i.e., we fous on a single reation and dropindex i from the notation. The loglikelihood of the model is:
log L (c) = log

∫
fW |y̆,ỹ,c(w)feY |y̆,c

(ỹ)dỹ (21)For onveniene, we rewrite (21) in terms of the random variable Z = Ỹ · cintrodued in Se. 3 so that it beomes:
log L (c) = log

∫
fW |y̆,z,c(w)fZ|y̆,c(z)dz. (22)Here fW |y̆,z,c(·) is the Gaussian likelihood funtion of model (7), equivalentlyrewritten as W = Y̆ · c + Z + ε, given Y̆ = y̆ and Z = z, with z varying overall possible values of Z, and fZ|y̆,c is the Gaussian prior of Z = Ỹ · c followingfrom (10). The expressions of fW |y̆,z,c and fZ|y̆,c are thus





fW |y̆,z,c(w) = 1√
det(2πΣε)

exp(− 1
2 [w − Y̆ · c− z]T Σ−1

ε [w − Y̆ · c− z]),

fZ|y̆,c(z) = 1√
det(2πΣy̆,c)

exp(− 1
2 [z − µy̆,c]

T Σ−1
y̆,c[z − µy̆,c]), (23)with µy̆,c = M · c, where the entry Mj,k of matrix M is the mean µj,k of thedistribution of Ỹj,k, and Σy̆,c is the variane matrix of the random variable Z.By the independene assumptions on Ỹ , it turns out that

Σy̆,c = diag

(
nc∑

k=1

c2
k · [σ2

1,k · · ·σ2
q,k]T

)
. (24)where σj,k is de�ned in (10).Assume for the moment that Σy̆,c is invertible. De�ning

fpc
(z) = fW |y̆,z,c(w) · fZ|y̆,c(z), (25)after simple but tedious alulations, we obtain

fpc
(z) = κfc

· fc(z) (26)with fc the density funtion of a Gaussian distribution N (µfc
, Σfc

) and




Σfc
= [Σ−1

ε + Σ−1
y̆,c]

−1

µfc
= Σfc

· [Σ−1
ε · (w − Y̆ · c) + Σ−1

y̆,c · µy̆,c]

κfc
=

exp(− 1
2 [w−Y̆ ·c−µy̆,c]

T ·[Σε+Σy̆,c]
−1·[w−Y̆ ·c−µy̆,c])√

det(2π[Σε+Σy̆,c])
.

(27)The proportionality fator κfc
does not depend on the integration variable

z, so it an be taken out of the integral and (22) an be rewritten as follows:
log L (c) = log(κfc

) + log

(∫
fc(z)dz

)
. (28)RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 22The integral of a normalized Gaussian density funtion being 1, we �nallyhave an analytial expression for the loglikelihood: log L (c) = log(κfc
).The above results are used in the expetation step of the EM algorithm.Reall the de�nition

Q(c|ĉℓ−1) =

∫
log(fZ,W |y̆,c(z, w))fZ|y̆,ĉℓ−1,w(z)dz. (29)The Bayes theorem allows us to rewrite (29) as follows:

Q(c|ĉℓ−1) =

∫
log(fW |y̆,z,c(w)fZ|y̆,c(z))

fW |y̆,z,ĉℓ−1(w)fZ|y̆,ĉℓ−1(z)

fW |y̆,ĉℓ−1(w)
dz. (30)Funtion fW |y̆,ĉℓ−1(w) does not depend on z so it an be taken out of theintegral. Moreover, this funtion does not depend on c so it will have no impaton the maximization step of EM. Thus, we an ignore this funtion from theomputation of the expetation funtion above.Using de�nitions (25) and (26), we an rewrite (30) in the following way:

Q(c|ĉℓ−1) ∝
∫

κf
ĉℓ−1

fĉℓ−1(z) log(κfc
fc(z))dz

∝
∫

fĉℓ−1(z) log(κfc
fc(z))dz.

(31)We have dropped the onstant fator κf
ĉℓ−1

as it does not depend on c andthus does not in�uene the maximization step of EM. By replaing log(κfc
fc(z))by log(κfc

fc(z)fĉℓ−1(z)/fĉℓ−1(z)) and separating the integrand in a sum of terms,we an rewrite (31) as
−Q(c|ĉℓ−1) ∝

∫
fĉℓ−1(z) log

(
fĉℓ−1(z)

fc(z)

)
dz−

∫
fĉℓ−1(z) log(fĉℓ−1(z))dz−log(κfc

).(32)We reognize in the �rst term the de�nition of the Kullbak-Leibler diver-gene KL(fc||fĉℓ−1) between the two probability distributions fc and fĉℓ−1 andin the seond term the entropy H(fĉℓ−1) of fĉℓ−1 [Cover and Thomas, 2006,Stoorvogel and van Shuppen, 1996℄. For Gaussian distributions, these an bewritten expliitely as
KL(fc||fĉℓ−1) =

1

2
(log

(
det(Σfc

)

det(Σf
ĉℓ−1

)

)
+ Tr(Σ−1

fc
Σf

ĉℓ−1
)

+ [µfc
− µf

ĉℓ−1
]T Σ−1

fc
[µfc
− µf

ĉℓ−1
]), (33)where Tr(. . .) stands for trae and

H(fĉℓ−1) = log
(√

det(2πeΣf
ĉℓ−1

)
)

. (34)To summarize, together with (27), this gives us the expliit formula
Q(c|ĉℓ−1) ∝ −KL(fc||fĉℓ−1)−H(fĉℓ−1) + log(κfc

), (35)RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 23whih we employ in our implementation of EM.In more generality, for some values of c, Σy̆,c may be singular or poorlyonditioned. To avoid this irumstane, we an adapt our proedure as follows.We onsider a deomposition
W = Y̆ · c + Z + (ε′ + ε′′) = Y̆ · c + (Z + ε′) + ε′′ (36)where ε′ and ε′′ are independent zero-mean Gaussian random vetors suh that

Σε′ , V ar(ε′) = αΣε and Σε′′ , V ar(ε′′) = (1−α)Σε, with α ∈ (0, 1) a tunableparameter. Sine Σε > 0 by assumption, it follows that Σε′ > 0 and Σε′′ > 0.Moreover, Σε = Σε′ + Σε′′ , i.e., the statistis of ε and of ε′ + ε′′ are idential.Sine V ar(Z + ε′) = Σy̆,c + Σε′ > 0, if we interpret Z + ε′ as the unknownobservations (in plae of Z) and ε′′ as the model noise (in plae of ε), we ensurethat the variane of the `missing data' is invertible. Thus, in pratie, we applyall formulas developed above with Σy̆,c + Σε′ in plae of Σy̆,c and Σε′′ in plaeof Σε.The e�et of the spei� hoie of α is under investigation. In this work, wetook α = 0.2, a value that leads to good results in pratie.C Validation on syntheti dataThe model used for omparing peformane of the identi�ation algorithms is aredued syntheti linlog model of the E. oli entral arbon metabolism network(Fig. 4). This network ontains 17 variables, desribing internal and externalmetabolites, and 25 reations, summarized in Table 2 and Table 3, respetively.The linlog model has the form of Eq. (1)-(2).Index Name Symbol1 Pyruvate PYR2 Phosphoenol-pyruvate PEP3 Glyeraldehyde-3-phosphate G3P4 Frutose-6-phosphate F6P5 Gluose-6-phosphate G6P6 3-phosphoglyerate 3PG7 Dihydroxyaetonephosphate DHAP8 Ribulose-5-phosphate Ru5P9 Ribose-5-phosphate R5P10 6-phosphogluonate 6PG11 Erythrose-4-phosphate E4P12 Xylulose-5-phosphate X5P13 2-phosphoglyerate 2PG14 1,3-diphosphosphoglyerate 1,3DP15 Frutose-1,6-bisphosphate F1,6P16 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluonate KDPG17 Sedoheptulose-7-phosphate S7PTable 2: Metabolites inluded in the syntheti linlog model.RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 24

Index Name1 Phosphotransferase system2 Gluose-6-phosphate isomerase3 Gluose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase4 Phosphofrutokinase5 Transaldolase6 Transketolase a7 Transketolase b8 Aldolase9 Glyeraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase10 Triosephosphate isomerase11 Glyerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase12 Phosphoglyerate kinase13 Serine synthesis14 Phosphoglyerate mutase15 Enolase16 Pyruvate kinase17 PEP arboxylase18 Pyruvate synthesis19 6-Phosphogluonate dehydrogenase20 Ribose-phosphate isomerase21 Ribulose-phosphate epimerase22 Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase23 Phosphogluonate dehydratase24 KDPG aldolase25 Frutose bisphosphataseTable 3: Reations inluded in the syntheti linlog model.
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Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 25

Figure 4: Network for the syntheti model, a redued version of the E. olientral arbon metabolism network.A dataset was generated from the syntheti linlog model by setting all en-zyme onentrations to 1 and hoosing plausible values for the parameter vetor
a and matries Bx, Bu, that is, values onsistent with existing kineti models ofarbon metabolism in E. oli [Bettenbrok et al., 2005℄. Then q = 30 di�erentexperimental onditions were simulated by randomly hanging enzyme onen-trations. For eah ondition j ∈ [1..q], vetors ln(x(j)), ln(u(j)) and v(j) weredetermined by the equations resulting from the formulation of the linlog modeland the (quasi-)steady-state equation N · v = 0:






[
ln(x(j))

ln(u(j))

]
= −

[
N · diag(e(j)) · [Bx Bu]

]−1
N · diag(e(j)) · a

v(j) = diag(e(j)) ·
(
a + Bx · ln(x(j)) + Bu · ln(u(j))

) (37)For this dataset, four senarios were onsidered, orresponding to more orless favorable onditions for identi�ation: 40 % and 75 % missing entries and10% and 20% noise. For eah olumn of Y , i.e., eah metabolite of the model, the40% or 75% missing data were distributed randomly over the q measurements.RR n° 7524



Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 26Randomly generated noise was added to the same inomplete dataset in eah of100 Monte Carlo repetitions.Identi�ability analysis was performed following the approah desribed inAppendix A, with λ = 0.99. 10 reations were found to be nonidenti�able(reations 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 20 and 21). Among these reations only 3identi�able parameters ould be isolated (one in reation 2, one in reation 7and one in reation 12).Results from all identi�ation methods on identi�able reations are summa-rized in Fig. 5 for the most favorable senario with 40% missing data and 10%noise, and in Fig. 6 for the least favorable senario with 75% missing data and20% error. The results for the other senarios fall between those shown in Fig. 5and Fig. 6, and are not shown here.D Appliation to entral metabolism in E. oliFig. 3 shows a (simpli�ed) representation of entral arbon metabolism in E.oli. The network ould not be diretly transformed into a linlog model of theform (1)-(2), sine metabolites G3P, E4P, X5P, 2KDPG, OAA, IsoCit, SuoA,Ap and Glyox were not measured by Ishii et al. [2007℄. This prevents theestimation of elastiities for the above metabolites and their inlusion in themodel. We overome this limitation by lumping reations not measured byIshii et al. [2007℄.In addition to the above model simpli�ation imposed by the availabledataset, we added a phenomenologial reation µ to model biomass produ-tion. The reation involves 11 metabolites, the reation �ux is equal to thedilution rate under the experimental onditions of Ishii et al. [2007℄ and theenzyme onentration is set to 1.The linlog model thus obtained ontains 16 internal metabolites and 7 ex-ternal metabolites or ofators, listed in Table 4, as well as 31 reations, listedin Table 5. Internal metabolitesIndex Symbol Index Symbol1 PEP 9 Ru5P2 G6P 10 R5P3 Pyr 11 S7P4 F6P 12 2KG5 FBP 13 Su6 DHAP 14 Fum7 3PG 15 Mal8 6PG 16 Cit
Index External metabolitesor ofators17 Gl18 AoA/oA19 ATP/ADP20 NADPH/NADP21 NADH/NAD22 FAD23 AeTable 4: Internal and external metabolites and ofators of the linlog model ofarbon metabolism in E. oli. Some of the ofators are modeled as ratios ofmetabolite onentrations, e.g., ATP/ADP.
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Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 27

Figure 5: Statistis of estimated parameter values in identi�able reations fordatasets with 40% of missing data and 10% noise. The graphial notations arethe same as for Fig. 1.
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Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 28

Figure 6: Statistis of estimated parameter values in identi�able reations fordatasets with 75% of missing data and 20% noise. The graphial notations arethe same as for Fig. 1.
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Identi�ation of metaboli models from inomplete datasets 29Index Reation1 Gl + PEP ptsG←−−→ Pyr+G6P2 G6P pgi←→ F6P3 F6P + ATP/ADP pfkA,pfkB←−−−−−−→ FBP [PEP℄in4 FBP fbaA,fbaB←−−−−−−→ DHAP5 DHAP tpiA←−→ 3PG6 FBP + ATP/ADP gapA;pgk←−−−−→ 3PG + NADH/NAD7 3PG gpmA,gpmB;eno←−−−−−−−−−→ PEP8 PEP + ATP/ADP pykA,pykF←−−−−−−→ Pyr [FBP℄act9 Pyr aceE:aceF :lpdA←−−−−−−−−−→ AoA/oA + NADH/NAD10 G6P zwf ;pgl←−−−→ 6PG + NADPH/NADP11 6PG gnd←−→ Ru5P + NADPH/NADP12 Ru5P rpe←−→ S7P13 Ru5P rpiA,rpiB←−−−−−→ R5P [G6P℄in14 R5P tktA←−→ S7P15 S7P talA,talB←−−−−−→ F6P16 Ru5P tktB←−→ F6P17 AoA/oA gltA,prpC←−−−−−→ Cit [2KG℄in [NADH/NAD℄act18 Cit acnA,acnB←−−−−−−→ 2KG19 AoA/oA icdA←−→ 2KG + NADPH/NADP20 2KG sucA:sucB:lpdA;sucC:sucD←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Su + NADH/NAD21 Su + FAD sdhA:sdhB:sdhC:sdhD←−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Fum22 Fum fumA,fumB,fumC←−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Mal23 Mal + PEP mdh←−→ Cit +NADH/NAD24 PEP ppc;pckA←−−−−→ Mal + Cit + ATP/ADP [FBP℄act25 Mal maeB,sfcA←−−−−−−→ Pyr + NADPH/NADP [AoA/oA℄in [NADH/NAD℄act26 AoA/oA aceA;aceB←−−−−−→ Su + Mal27 PEP+G6P+Pyr+F6P+3PG+AoA/oA+R5P+2KG+ATP/ADP
µ−→NADPH/NADP+NADH/NAD28 6PG edd;eda←−−−→ Pyr29 AoA/oA pta;ackA,ackB←−−−−−−−−→ Ae+ATP/ADP[Pyr℄act [NADPH/NADP℄in [NADH/NAD℄in30 Pyr + NADH/NAD ldhA−−−→31 AoA/oA adhE−−−→Table 5: Reations of the linlog model of arbon metabolism in E. oli. Ativa-tors and inhibitors of the reation are shown with [·]act and [·]in, respetively.Reation 27, labeled µ, is a phenomenologial reation for biomass prodution.The enzyme names are separated by a omma in the ase of isoenzymes, bya olon for enzyme omplexes, and by a semiolon when the enzymes atalyzereations that have been lumped together in the model. Reations 20, 26, 28and 29 result from the merging of reations due to the absene of measurementsof SuoA, Glyox, 2KDPG and Ap, respetively, in the dataset of Ishii et al.[2007℄.RR n° 7524
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